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when Brahma sends forth a new material world ; but this round
of births and deaths ceases as soon as the truth is realised
of the doctrine Tat twam asi—the upadMs attached to the individual
become extinct, and it recognises its own identity with Brahma.1
This is no new view suggested by Shankar for the first time.
It had its sanction in the Vedas2, in the Upamshads, and in tlie
Bhagwat Gita, as old as Plato at least, whose ideas were developed
later in what is called Neo-Platonism in a similar manner.
The view enunciated. by Eamanuja represents an earlier stage
in the development of Indian philosophic thought. The Indian
Vedantin could not rest content with. the dualism implied in that
view. Like the Eleatics he perceived that there could be one and
only one principle, the Ultimate Eeality—the Sat from which, both.
Man and Nature get their being and in which they both live and
move and find their final reconciliation and rest. That principle is
Brahma, the Absolute One, which, from its very nature, must be
infinite and inaccessible by itself to the understanding of Man..
It is possible to conceive that he viewed Brahma  almost as
Maimonides viewed the Al3solnte, and thought that if Brahma is
an Absolute Unity, every element of plurality or difference must
be excluded from it; it cannot be conceived as having matter for its
body or as possessing attributes; for these, whether considered
as its essence or considered as accidents, would equally vitiate
the conception; as the essence of Brahma they would create a
plurality of infinites, and, besides, introduce into its nature the
divisibility and compositeness wliich. belong only to corporeal
things; as mere accideBts they would only become so much
superaddition and express nothing in the reality of the divine
nature ; being beyond the reach of speech, any predicates, by which.
we suppose ourselves to attain to a knowledge of Brahma, are
strictly an expression of our own ignorance, and the only strictly
accurate way of describing such an incomprehensible Being would
be by the negative method Neti Neti—not so, not so—by showing
not what Brahma is, but what it is not. 3
1 See Thibaut, S. B. E. Vol. 34, id.-   and compare J. OamTs ' Spinoza^
trod. pp. xxiv—xxvii.                   p. 64. To assign attributes to such a
2 See, e.£7.. Big Veda, X, 129, 2        ^"^ would be roller its degradation
-   „                              than elevation, says H. bpcncer, '.First
3 See Shankar on Bhag. Gita, XIII.   Principles ' p. 109
12, and Brihadaranyaka Up. II, 3-6

